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Abstract. Most text entry methods require users to have physical devices with-
in reach. In many contexts of use, such as around large displays where users 
need to move freely, device-dependent methods are ill suited. We explore how 
selection-based text entry methods may be adapted for use in mid-air. Initially, 
we analyze the design space for text entry in mid-air, focusing on single-
character input with one hand. We propose three text entry methods: H4 Mid-
Air (an adaptation of a game controller-based method by MacKenzie et al. 
[21]), MultiTap (a mid-air variant of a mobile phone text entry method), and 
Projected QWERTY (a mid-air variant of the QWERTY keyboard). After six 
sessions, participants reached an average of 13.2 words per minute (WPM) with 
the most successful method, Projected QWERTY. Users rated this method 
highest on satisfaction and it resulted in the least physical movement. 

Keywords: Text entry, mid-air interaction techniques, large high-resolution 
displays, Huffman coding, multitap 

1 Introduction 

Devices and interaction techniques for text entry are much researched [24], and it is 
clear that the effectiveness of text entry is shaped by the context of use. For instance, 
mobile text entry is different from desktop text entry [22,30], and typing on a tactile 
keyboard requires little or no visual attention, whereas text entry on a touch surface 
requires visual attention. Thus, text entry in non-desktop settings presents new chal-
lenges and requires new methods [39].  

The present paper is motivated by a need to support text entry in one such setting, 
users working with a large high-resolution display. Large high-resolution displays 
have been shown to improve productivity [11] and, in contrast to desktop displays, 
they promote physical movement [3]. Around large displays, users can move in order 
to navigate, explore, and make sense of data on the display. We seek to design text 
entry methods that allow users to move in front of the display, without having to hold 
a device or move to a fixed location to be able to enter text. 

Recent research has helped users interact with large displays by supporting object 
selection and manipulation (e.g., [5,14,19,35]). Mid-air interaction [16], based on 
tracking of users’ hands, may work well for interaction in the context where users 



move in front of a large display. Vogel and Balakrishnan [35], for instance, used Vi-
con-tracking to let users point to a large display from a distance and manipulate the 
cursor; Nancel et al. [27] showed how mid-air gestures can be used to navigate a large 
display. 

Whereas mid-air interactions have been explored for selection and manipulation, 
they are rarely used for text entry. Prior work approximates mid-air interaction by 
using devices such as the Nintendo Wiimote [9,33]. Other mid-air text entry tech-
niques include AirStroke [28], a glove- and vision-based method using the Graffiti 
unistoke alphabet [10]. AirStroke provided a text entry rate 6.5 words per minute 
(WPM) without word completion. Kristensson et al. [20] demonstrated continuous 
recognition of mid-air gestures for writing Graffiti letters using a Kinect sensor to 
detect gestures within a predefined input zone. 

We adapt existing selection-based text entry methods to mid-air interaction with 
large displays. Selection-based methods rely on series of movements and activations 
of UI components to facilitate text entry. We do so for several reasons: (1) Leveraging 
familiarity with existing techniques help users learn the techniques faster, which is 
preferable for walk-up-and-use contexts of large displays. (2) Although mid-air text 
entry can potentially benefit from the increased expressiveness and additional degrees 
of freedom of spatial 3D input, simple and effortless techniques is recommended 
when the user's goal is simple [7]. (3) Despite the potential of more expressive input, 
the most successful mid-air text entry method to date has to our knowledge been the 
ray-casting selection-based QWERTY method of Shoemaker et al. [33]. More studies 
of adaptations of text entry methods from other contexts, such as desktop or mobile 
computing, are needed in order to establish a base line for mid-air text entry. In order 
to simplify comparison, we have chosen to focus on single-character input (rather 
than predictive input) and on one-handed input. 

In this paper, we contribute an analysis of the design space for mid-air text entry 
using a structured approach that enables researchers to relate future analyses to ours. 
Further, we contribute an evaluation of three mid-air text entry methods that match 
the context of using large high-resolution displays. The methods we propose are 
adapted versions of previously successful methods from three different domains; 
game controller text entry, mobile phone text entry, and a previously successful mid-
air text entry method. The methods provide a solid baseline for comparison of future 
mid-air text entry methods. 

2 Design Space for Mid-Air Text Entry 

Many considerations in designing for mid-air text entry are similar to those encoun-
tered when designing text entry in other contexts; previous work describes them thor-
oughly (e.g., [18]). Below we therefore focus on design considerations specific to 
mid-air text entry, aiming to sum up earlier mid-air text entry work in the process; 
Fig. 1 shows some initial design ideas that we also discuss.  

A guiding context of use for the present analysis is work around large high-
resolution displays. The scope of our analysis is text entry methods that support input 



of single characters through hand movement. Although predictive methods can per-
form significantly better, we consider single-character entry a baseline that supports a 
variety of text entry needs (e.g., entering a code or acronym). Even though writing 
with coarse body movements is certainly possible (e.g., the photographer Howard 
Schatz’s Body Type), we follow earlier work and focus on movement of the fingers 
and hands (though only one hand at a time).  

We structure the discussion using the design space analysis methods of MacLean et 
al. [25]. They distinguished questions (about what a design should do), options (an-
swers to questions), and criteria (ways of assessing designs) as three key components 
for mapping a design space. 

2.1 Questions and Options 

Q: What type of movement? Earlier work has two uses of user’s hand movement in 
mid-air. In gesture-based techniques, users write either freely or using a set of ges-
tures. This is the idea in Fig. 1d and in many other studies [9,18,20]. GesText [18], for 
instance, uses accelerometer data for text entry. The most successful version used 
single-depth vertical and horizontal gestures to achieve 5.4 WPM. 

In selection-based techniques, users point at symbols laid out in either 2D (e.g., us-
ing a QWERTY layout, see Fig. 1c) or 3D (e.g., as in [33]). Shoemaker et al. found 
better performance and satisfaction with techniques using 2D layouts (QWERTY and 
circular) compared with a 3D technique where symbols were laid out in a cube [33].  

Q: 2D or 3D? Whereas many text entry methods use some form of interaction with a 
2D surface (i.e., work on touch screen devices), mid-air interaction provides pitch, 
yaw and roll [1,9] in addition to position in 3D.  

2D-approaches can mimic typing on a surface. Fig. 1b has the users imagine a 
QWERTY keyboard floating in front of them and use that plane for input; handwrit-
ing in mid-air (Fig. 1a) also creates an imaginary surface on which the user writes. 
Such designs are simple; Benko [6] suggested that we try to achieve the simplicity of 
touch-enabled devices when designing mid-air interaction techniques. In Kris-
tensson’s work [20], Grafitti is used in free-air, but depth (z-distance) does not appear 
to be used in classifying gestures: effectively, users are writing on a plane.  

3D-approaches can use all of the six degrees-of-freedom. However, there seems to 
be a trade-off between the richness of 6-DoF gestures and an increase in complexity. 

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 1. Some initial ideas for mid-air text entry. (a) shows handwriting in mid-air; (b) shows 
typing on an imaginary keyboard directly in front of the user; (c) shows ray-casting to a 

QWERTY keyboard; (d) shows EdgeWrite gestures in mid-air. 



For instance, the distance to the screen (or away from ones body) could be used for 
making selections. Research on GesText [18], however, suggested that for accelerom-
eter input, using depth was not efficient. 

Q: Typing in relation to what? Another question is whether to use an explicit point 
of reference for making gestures or selections. Touch and mid-air interaction differ in 
that the touch surface can implicitly maintain a point of reference for the user, where-
as this is not the case for mid-air interaction. Several options exist: 

• Absolute point of reference, such as the display surface (Fig. 1c). Many mid-air 
input techniques use this approach [27]. 

• Relative point of reference, which could include the other hand (as in imaginary 
interfaces, [15]) or the location of ones feet. 

• Kinesthetic point of reference, that is, a remembered hand position. For selection-
based input using a QWERTY layout (see Fig. 1b), the user might initiate text en-
try by placing both hands on an imaginary plane; the position of left and right in-
dex fingers map to f and j on a virtual keyboard that is transformed to fit the finger 
placement. While this is attractive, it is well know that human hands drift [26]. 

Q: Visual feedback or not? Given the lack of tactile feedback, typing on a touch 
surface is primarily supported by visual feedback. In mid-air, visual support is even 
more challenging to provide, as mid-air text entry at large displays uses indirect input, 
that is, the input space is separated from the output space [17]. Users may need feed-
back on tracking of their movements, feedback on movements in relation to recog-
nized gestures or characters, and feedback on production of characters. 

Q: How to initiate and finish writing? A well-known challenge in gesture-based 
input is to identify when gestures start and stop [4]. Specific gestures, pinches, input 
zones, and so forth has been used to delimit gestures (see for instance [35,36]). A 
similar challenge for selection-based input methods is to determine when a symbol is 
activated. In Kristensson’s work [20], Grafitti input was delimited to an input zone 
and gestures were ignored outside this zone.  

2.2 Criteria 

Intuitiveness, Efficiency and Learnability. For some use contexts, the method for 
entering text must be easy to learn. For instance, a goal for “walk-up-and-use” sys-
tems might be that novices can enter text with minimal introduction, and perform 
acceptably without practice. Wobbrock et al. [37] and North et al. [29] evaluated intu-
itive gestures for multi-touch surfaces. The design of mid-air interaction techniques 
could benefit from similar studies. One approach is to draw on users’ experience with 
widespread text entry methods. For instance, Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c benefit from users’ 
knowledge of the QWERTY layout. 



Multi-User Support. With multiple users around a large high-resolution display, text 
entry methods must satisfy additional criteria. First, users may physically interfere 
with each other’s use of the display (e.g., by blocking the view of the display). Se-
cond, physically-based interactions must be social acceptable, else users might avoid 
physical movement because of fear of looking “silly” [31]. 

Distance- and Visibility-Dependence. Shoemaker et al. [33] argued that mid-air text 
entry methods differ in how they are affected by the distance and visibility of the 
display used for entering text. For instance, Fig. 1b is not distance-dependent, but Fig. 
1c is. 

Tracking Sensitivity. Many tracking technologies have been used for mid-air interac-
tion, including optical tracking, gyroscopic sensors, and magnetic sensors. Some de-
sign options require accurate tracking (e.g., handwriting recognition), whereas others 
can do with very low tracking precision (e.g., 2D gesture-based input like Fig. 1d).  

Effort and Fatigue. The motor effort needed to perform mid-air text entry (e.g., due 
to imprecise tracking) can be relatively large compared to typing on a keyboard. Ex-
tended periods of large movements in mid-air can cause fatigue. One approach to 
dealing with fatigue is to extend methods for movement minimization [22] to include 
the full range of body motions involved in mid-air text entry. For instance, text entry 
methods could be compared a priori on the effort they induce on hands, elbows, and 
shoulders. 

3 Three Candidate Methods  

The design space for mid-air text entry methods just outlined is huge. In order to iden-
tify candidate text entry methods in the space that are relevant to large high-resolution 
display interaction, we made two overall decisions. First, we have chosen to focus on 
selection-based input. Although gesture-based text input may potentially be intuitive 
and efficient for entering text mid-air, it is difficult to develop competitive text entry 
performance using existing gesture-based techniques. For instance, [28] reported a 
mean entry speed of 6.5 WPM for AirStroke without word completion. Second, we 
limit body movement to reduce fatigue, focusing on movement of hands and fingers. 

For all methods, hand tracking is implemented using a glove with reflective mark-
ers attached to the back of the hand. A marker tracks the location of the index finger. 
Differences in angle between the hand’s orientation and the vector connecting the 
location of the hand and the fingertip are used to detect taps. An increase in the angle 
of more than 5 degrees followed by a decrease of more than five degrees within 500 
ms is interpreted as a tap. These thresholds were identified during pilot studies. 

Based on the design space presented earlier, we can compare our methods to earlier 
work. A key design decision is that we use orthogonal projection instead of ray cast-
ing, as used for instance by Shoemaker et al [33]. With ray casting, users’ movements 



are magnified as they move away from the display, which results in distance-
dependent performance [33]. Given our aim of supporting users in moving in front of 
a large display, an important criterion was to make text entry performance distance-
independent. Our methods work by projecting the hand’s location orthogonally onto 
the display. Motor control is thus unaffected by the user’s distance to the display. 

3.1 H4 Mid-Air 

H4 Mid-Air is an adaptation of H4 Writer 
[21], a text entry method operated with the 
thumb using four buttons on a physical 
game controller. H4 Writer allow users to 
type 20 WPM after sufficient training 
[21]. H4 Mid-Air uses the character selec-
tion mechanism of H4 Writer, which is 
based on Huffman coding: To produce a 
character the user produces the sequence 
that encodes the character. Visual feed-
back helps users learn the sequence for different characters.  

We adapted the method to mid-air text entry in two ways. First, without a physical 
controller, the user enters the sequence for a character by moving the hand, which is 
projected onto the display, to one of four zones and tapping (described in a later sec-
tion). The motor space is divided into four slices, for each of the four zones, surround-
ing a "dead" center (4cm in diameter). The slices are open-ended in motor space to 
make targeting easier. The position of the user’s hand relative to the center is shown 
in an on-screen radar. Second, H4 Mid-Air differs from H4 Writer by providing visual 
feedback on a QWERTY layout (see Fig. 2). In pilot studies, we tested the visual 
feedback used by MacKenzie et al. [21]. However, in this method the characters are 
relocated between the four zones for each step of the selection sequence and we found 
that much time was spent scanning for characters. We experimented with visual feed-
back that minimize scanning time. The resulting feedback is designed to improve 
learning and to minimize the time spent scanning for characters: (a) the user locates 
characters in the well-known QWERTY layout instead of the unfamiliar four-zone 
layout; (b) once a character is found, the user can maintain focus on the character to 
get visual feedback on the required sequence, without having to rescan after each 

 

Fig. 2. The user interface for H4 Mid-Air. 

 
 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)  

Fig. 3. Production of an ‘o’ with H4 Mid-Air. In order to produce an ‘o’, the two step Huff-
man code “right, left” needs to be completed. This is done through the following sequence of 
steps: (a) text entry has been initialized (b) hover in the indicated area. Indication is highlight-
ed (c) a tap results in an update of the feedback and the indication changes to the next Huff-
man code (d) move to next action (e) hover in the indicated area (f) tap produces character. 

Key and center of radar is highlighted for 500 ms. 



input action in the sequence. The visual feedback consists of highlighting one of the 
sides of the key to indicate which zone that needs to be activated next to produce the 
character. The production of the character ‘o’ is shown in Fig. 3.  

The motor space can be recentered by closing the hand. After 500ms the cursor is 
removed from the radar. Reopening the hand will define the current location of the 
hand as the center of motor space and put the cursor at the center of the radar. This 
allows clutching to redefine the motor space if a position becomes uncomfortable. 

3.2 MultiTap 

MultiTap shows a reduced keyboard with nine 
keys and a dot cursor that can be controlled 
by moving the hand (see Fig. 4). Three or four 
characters are mapped onto each key. To pro-
duce a character, the user taps the correspond-
ing key once or multiple times—the number 
of taps corresponding to the character’s index 
on that key. The character is produced when a 
different key is tapped or after a delay of 
800ms. For example, tapping twice on “ABC”, 
followed by tapping another key, produces 
‘B’. The location of the user’s hand is project-
ed onto the display plane. However, cursor movement is relative to the center key, 
which measures 4cm×4cm in motor space. This size was determined through pilot 
studies. The center is the only key with a fixed size in motor space; other keys are 
infinitely sized. Clutching results in resetting the motor space and positioning of the 
cursor at the center of keyboard. As visual feedback, a key is highlighted in orange 
when the cursor hovers over the key (as shown in Fig. 4). On activation of the key, 
the background of currently selected character is highlighted in red until the tap 
timeout expires or until the next activation of the key. A tap timeout of 800ms was 
found to be appropriate through pilot studies. This timeout is a bit lower than the usu-
al tap timeout of 1-1.5 seconds [8] for similar methods on mobile devices. 

The method aims to provide a visibility-independent text entry method. We thus 
adjusted the size of the center key so that users are able to home in on the key without 
visual feedback during a pilot study, we tested that users were able to tap a button of 
this size with their eyes closed. Our intent is to leverage proprioception in homing in 
on the center key. Also, this method is inspired by a method that has been used on 
mobile phones and may thus be familiar to many users. 

3.3 Projected QWERTY  

Projected QWERTY shows a standard QWERTY keyboard layout on the display, 
with a dot cursor that can be controlled by moving the hand (see Fig. 5). A character 
is produced by moving the hand to a key and tapping. The location of the user’s hand 
is projected onto the display plane. The motor space is 20cm×10cm, about the size of 

 
Fig. 4. The user interface for MultiTap. 



a physical QWERTY keyboard of a small to 
medium laptop. The keyboard layout was 
shown in about 50cm×25cm. Pilot studies 
found these dimensions appropriate. Track-
ing, tapping and clutching are implemented 
in the same way as for H4 Mid-Air and Mul-
tiTap. Clutching results in resetting the mo-
tor space and positioning of the cursor at the 
center of keyboard. Visual feedback is simi-
lar to MultiTap: hovering over a key high-
lights the key in orange (see Fig. 5); when 
activated, the key is highlighted for 500ms or until the cursor leaves the key; when 
producing a character, it is highlighted in red in the transcribed string for 500ms. 

Projected QWERTY resembles the QWERTY keyboard technique of [33]. Instead 
of ray casting from the hand to the screen based on the hand’s orientation, Projected 
QWERTY projects the hand’s location onto the display plane. Thereby cursor move-
ment relative to hand movement is independent of distance: in contrast, moving the 
cursor using ray-casting leads to magnified cursor movement as the user moves away 
from the display. Another benefit is that the motor space is absolute. Projected 
QWERTY is thus theoretically visibility-independent, since key locations in motor 
space are constant. However, taking the number of keys on a QWERTY keyboard 
into account, actual visibility-independence is not expected. 

3.4 Differences Among Methods 

Next, we describe the main differences among the methods. First, the methods vary 
in the need for visual feedback on hand movements. Projected QWERTY has small 
activation areas in motor space, which makes it difficult to target a key without visual 
feedback. Both H4 Mid-Air and MultiTap use open-ended activation areas, located 
around the point of reference, which should allow users to point without visual feed-
back. Text entry without visual feedback assumes that the user has memorized the 
activation sequences for all characters ([21] suggested it possible for H4 Mid-Air). 

Second, the number of buttons/activation areas is varied among methods, which 
may impact the visibility-dependence of the method. However, it also has an impact 
on the physical movement needed to operate the methods. H4 Mid-Air requires a 
sequence of movement and taps, MultiTap requires one movement followed by a 
sequence of taps, and Projected QWERTY requires only one movement and one tap 
in order to produce a character. We investigate how these differences affect the 
amount of hand movement required and the usability of the methods. 

Third, the methods aim to ease adoption by novices. Using the well-known alpha-
bet layouts for Projected QWERTY and MultiTap should help novices adopt the 
methods faster. Although H4 Mid-Air leverages the QWERTY layout, it does not 
benefit from previous user experience as well as the other methods. However, the H4 
Huffman coding has proven fast in previous longitudinal studies [2,21]. 

 

Fig. 5. The user interface for Projected 
QWERTY. 



4 Empirical Study 

To evaluate the three mid-air text entry methods, we conducted a controlled experi-
ment. The experiment spanned six sessions in which participants used the methods to 
transcribe sentences. 

4.1 Participants 

Six participants (one female) were recruited; ages ranged from 21 to 28. One partici-
pant performed the experiment left-handedly. None of the participants were native 
English speakers, but all participants rated their level of English between good (2) and 
fluent (6).  

4.2 Apparatus 

A 2.80m×1.20m display containing 7680×3240 pixels was used. The display is back-
projected by 12 projectors that are arranged as tiles in a 4×3 layout. Participants stood 
2 meters away from the display while transcribing sentences. 

For tracking, we used the OptiTrack (http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack) mo-
tion capture system equipped with 24 V100:R2 cameras. The system provides track-
ing data at 100 fps. The tracking precision was ±4 mm over the entire tracking vol-
ume; participants were located in a part of the volume with higher precision. Alt-
hough the OptiTrack system is expensive, we decided to use it for several reasons. 
First, affordable tracking systems available at the time of this study have low preci-
sion. High-precision tracking reduces noise in the data and thus gives confidence that 
we are measuring the performance of the techniques, and not effects of noise caused 
by current tracking equipment. Second, affordable systems (e.g., Microsoft Kinect) 
have limited fields of view and require the user to interact at certain, constrained dis-
tances. This limits users’ ability to move freely, which is needed around large dis-
plays. Third, tracking technology is improving at a high rate. The present study can be 
replicated and the text entry methods practically applied with widespread equipment 
within a few years; use of high-precision tracking thus ensures a better baseline for 
future research. 

4.3 Tasks 

Users were asked to transcribe randomly selected phrases from the MacKenzie and 
Soukoreff corpus [23]. Sentences were transcribed as unconstrained text entry [38]. 
Consequently, users were allowed, but not forced, to delete previously entered text 
and correct any errors that they noticed. Participants were instructed to complete sen-
tences as quickly and accurately as possible. 



4.4 Design 

The experiment was conducted as a within-subjects design with the three text entry 
methods (H4 Mid-Air, MultiTap, and Projected QWERTY) and text entry session as 
independent variables. Dependent measures were text entry speed, error rate, physical 
hand movement, and subjective satisfaction: they are detailed in the next subsection. 

Participants completed 6 sessions. During each session, participants transcribed 
text with all text entry methods, completing 2 blocks of 5 sentences with each meth-
od. The order in which the methods were used was fully counterbalanced between 
participants and sessions. In all, 1080 phrases were transcribed (6 participants × 6 
sessions × 3 text entry methods × 2 blocks × 5 phrases).  

4.5 Data Collection and Analysis 

We collected data describing participants’ interaction with the methods, including 
data on the location of their hand. From these data we used StreamAnalyzer [38] to 
calculate text entry speed and error rate, and derived a measure of hand movement. 
Text entry speed was calculated using equation 1, where |T| is the length of the tran-
scribed string and S is the time in seconds from the entry of the first character to the 
entry of the last character. 

  (1) 

Error rate was calculated using the methods described by Soukoreff and MacKen-
zie [34], as Minimum String Distance (MSD), Uncorrected Errors (ErrUC) and Cor-
rected Errors (ErrC). 

To provide a quantitative measure of the physical effort put into typing, we defined 
Hand Movement Per Word (HMPW). HMPW is calculated as the sum of the distanc-
es travelled by the hand between tracking frames. Calculating the sum of distances 
over data containing noise may result in erroneous values for HMPW. We therefore 
ran the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [12] on the movement data with a threshold of 
2mm in order to minimize noise. HMPW is measured in meters per word in the tran-
scribed string; one word is five characters including whitespaces. As with WPM, 
HMPW is measured from the entry of the first character to the entry of the last char-
acter and is calculated as follows: 

  (2) 

|HM| is the sum of distances between consecutive tracking frames and |T| is the 
length of the transcribed string. We removed the first phrase with each text entry 
method from this calculation because it was typed slower and with more hand move-
ments than subsequent sentences, and because participants said they used the first 
phrase to get used to a method. 

Subjective satisfaction was measured using three instruments at various stages 
throughout the experiment: (1) To get an estimate of how much effort participants had 
to put into the operation of a text entry method, SMEQ [32] was administered to par-



ticipants each time they had finished using a text entry method. (2) We adapted thir-
teen questions from the ISO-9241-9 standard [13] to evaluate physical operation, 
fatigue and comfort, speed and accuracy, and overall usability. We administered these 
questions at each participant’s first and last session to gauge their experience with the 
methods after little training and after some training. (3) After the first and last session, 
participants ranked the three text entry methods (1 being the one they liked the most, 
3 being the one they liked the least). 

4.6 Procedure 

At the first session, participants were introduced to the concept of mid-air text entry 
and to the three methods being evaluated. Participants were then allowed to practice 
with each method. They were asked to practice until they felt confident with using the 
method, and felt they would be able to reproduce any randomly chosen character. No 
participant entered more than 4 sentences per text entry method during practice. 

At the beginning of sessions 2 to 6, participants were asked to practice with each 
method until they felt confident that they would be able to reproduce any randomly 
chosen character. Typically, participants practiced only one sentence to reacquaint 
themselves with a method. Session lasted 45 minutes on average. 

In each session, participants completed two blocks of five sentences with each text 
entry method. Participants were allowed a short break after each block. After having 
transcribed the two blocks of sentences with a method, participants were administered 
an electronic SMEQ; at the end of session 1 and 6 participants answered the ISO 
questionnaire and ranked interfaces by order of preference. 

5 Results  

A 3 (text entry method) × 6 (session) repeated measures analysis of variance was 
performed on the entry speeds, the error rates, and the measure of hand movement. 
Significant effects were examined using Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons. 

5.1 Text Entry Speed 

Fig. 6 shows the text entry speed in words per minute (WPM) for the text entry meth-
ods across sessions. We found a main effect for text entry method, F(2, 10) = 109.63, 
p < .01. Pairwise comparisons showed that Projected QWERTY (M = 11.63, SD = 
2.29) was faster than MultiTap (M = 8.38, SD = 2.45), p < 0.01, which again was 
faster than H4 Mid-Air (M = 4.19, SD = 1.25), p < 0.01. In the final session, Projected 
QWERTY achieved 13.2 WPM (SD = 1.55), MultiTap almost 9.5 WPM (SD = 2.19), 
and H4 Mid-Air 5.2 WPM (SD = 1.31).  



A main effect was also found for ses-
sion, F(5, 25) = 176.22, p < .01, showing 
that users improved over sessions. Speed 
improved from first to last session by 39% 
for Projected QWERTY, 47% for Multi-
Tap, and 80% for H4 Mid-Air, all signifi-
cant at the p < .001 level. No significant 
interaction was found between method and 
session. 

5.2 Error Rate  

Error! Reference source not found. shows the error rate measured as Minimum 
String Distance (MSD), Uncorrected Errors (ErrUC), and Corrected Errors (ErrC). 
Text entry method was found to have a significant effect on ErrC, F(2, 10) = 9.14, p < 
.01, but not on MSD, F(2, 10) = 1.52, p = .27, or ErrUC, F(2, 10) = 1.46, p = .28. 
Pairwise comparisons showed more corrected errors with MultiTap (M = 5.7%, SD = 
6.6 %) than with Projected QWERTY (M = 2.8%, SD = 4.6 %), p < .05. No signifi-
cant different were found between MultiTap and H4 Mid-Air (M = 4.0%, SD = 4.9 
%), p = .35, or between H4 Mid-Air and Projected QWERTY, p = .20. Session was 
also found to have a significant effect on ErrC, F(2.175, 10.874) = 4.19, p < .05, but 
not on MSD, F(1.853, 9.264) = 2.205, p = .17, or ErrUC, F(1.922, 9.609) = 1.962, p > 
.19. Overall, ErrC declines over sessions, which was expected because participants 
make fewer errors as they become increasingly familiar with a text entry method.  

5.3 Subjective Measures 

Fig. 8 shows the SMEQ scores across input methods and sessions; recall that lower 
SMEQ scores represent lower mental effort. Mental effort differs significantly across 
input methods, F(2,10) = 6.25, p < .05. Pairwise comparisons showed that mental 
effort with Projected QWERTY is lower than with H4 Mid-Air. In the final session, 
MultiTap and Projected QWERTY lead to comparable mental effort. As expected, we 
found a significant effect of session, F(5, 25) = 17.19, p < .01. In particular H4 Mid-

 
Fig. 6. Mean words-per-minute (WPM) for 

methods over sessions. Error bars show 
standard error of the mean. 

 

Fig. 7. Error rates (mean) over sessions and text entry method. Error bars show standard 
error of the mean. 



Air improved; from session 1 to 6, its SMEQ ratings decreased with 63%.  
Overall, we found a significant effect of input method on the 12 satisfaction ques-

tions, F(2, 10) = 5.63, p < .05; session and interaction between input method and ses-
sion were not significant. Key factors in the main effect of input method were per-
ceived difficulty of use (H4 Mid-Air is perceived as more difficult to use and more 
uncomfortable to use) and mental effort (H4 Mid-Air is perceived as requiring more 
effort). 

Participants’ ranking of input methods showed a clear pattern. In the first session, 
five participants ranked Projected QWERTY first, four ranked MultiTap second, and 
four ranked H4 Mid-Air last. This is a significant difference, χ2 (4, N = 6) = 12.5, p < 
.05. This pattern changed only minimally in the last session, where just one partici-
pant changed ranking, giving Projected QWERTY first for four participants (H4 Mid-
Air first for two). The ranking was still significant, incidentally with the same χ2 
score.  

Participants’ comments after each session and in a comparison of methods after 
session 6 support the above data. Generally, users commented that H4 Mid-Air was 
hard to use and tired them. Two participants, however, noted that H4 Mid-Air was fun 
and made them think of typing as a game.  

5.4 Hand Movement 

Fig. 9 shows average hand movement (HMPW) for the text entry methods across 
sessions. We found a main effect for text entry method, F(1.018, 5.092) = 31.95, p < 
.01, but not for session, F(2.339, 11.696) = 3.020, p = .08. Pairwise comparisons 
showed more hand movement for H4 Mid-Air (M = 0.96 m, SD = 0.28 m) than for 
MultiTap (M = 0.53 m, SD = 0.12 m), which in turn was more than for Projected 
QWERTY (M = 0.42 m, SD = 0.09 m), all with p < .05.  

The three methods differ in their use of motor space. Projected QWERTY uses ab-
solute mapping of all buttons into rectangular areas in motor space; H4 Mid-Air di-
vides the motor space into four slices surrounding a 4cm dead area; MultiTap sepa-
rates the motor space into a central 4cm x 4cm square activation zone, surrounded by 
eight infinite activation zones. 

  
Fig. 8. Mean SMEQ scores over sessions for 
the three text entry methods. Error bars show 

standard error of the mean. 

Fig. 9. Mean HMPW for the three text entry 
methods over sessions. Error bars show 

standard error of the mean. 



Fig. 10 shows a plot of all taps for the three text entry methods. Even though H4 
Mid-Air and MultiTap both have open-ended activation spaces, they used motor 
space differently. For H4 Mid-Air, the shape of the tap-cloud indicate that users are 
aiming for the activation space close to the center, but often overshooting takes place, 
resulting in taps in the parts of the activation area further away from the center. Per-
haps users may be relying less on the visible feedback of the radar and more on pro-
prioception. However, tap-clouds for MultiTap indicate that participants targeted the 
center of the keys in the on-screen keyboard. We hypothesize that this difference is 
primarily related to the visual design: using buttons may discourage the use of open-
ended activation areas. This suggests that the radar feedback of H4 Mid-Air facilitates 
fast, but inaccurate movements that could potentially be based on muscle memory 
rather than visual feedback. In contrast, the button-based design of the MultiTap key-
board may motivate users to perform accurate pointing and tapping rather than quick 
movements based on muscle memory. 

During the experiment, several participants commented that the movement re-
quired could be reduced for H4 Mid-Air and MultiTap without loss of text entry per-
formance. In Fig. 10, we see that the tap-clouds for both H4 Mid-Air and MultiTap 
are clearly separated by areas with few taps. This is less pronounced for Projected 
QWERTY. It seems that taps on the keys of Projected QWERTY occurs everywhere 
on the keys. Taking the low error rate and relatively good performance of Projected 
QWERTY into account, we see no reason to suspect that the motor space of Projected 
QWERTY is too small for participants to tap. Rather, this pattern could indicate that 
the button size in Projected QWERTY is approaching a lower limit for the current 
tracking precision; using this technique with lower-precision equipment (e.g., Kinect) 
could result in poor performance. Instead, we hypothesize that a reduction of the mo-
tor space movement required for H4 Mid-Air and MultiTap could reduce HMPW and 
potentially improve text entry performance. We do however note that a reduction of 
motor space would potentially impact the level of visibility-independence of the text 
entry methods.  

Fig. 10. Distribution of taps in motor space for each text entry method: H4 Mid-Air (left), 
MultiTap (middle), Projected QWERTY (right). Motor space proportions are identical for the 

interfaces. Activation zones are indicated by gray lines. 



6 Discussions 

We first discuss our results in relation to design options and criteria in mid-air text 
entry. Then we discuss potential improvements to each of the methods. 

6.1 Results and Design Space 

The criteria that the methods were designed for impacts their performance. First, Mul-
tiTap and H4 Mid-Air, both designed to work without visual feedback, perform sig-
nificantly worse than Projected QWERTY in terms of speed; MultiTap also has a 
higher error rate. This suggests a trade-off between visibility-dependence and perfor-
mance. However, further empirical studies are needed to actually show whether 
skilled users can use MultiTap and H4 Mid-Air without feedback. Surprisingly, we 
did not see any benefit from the open-ended activation areas of MultiTap. On the 
contrary, users seemed to perform accurate pointing and tapping within the motor 
space of the keys. 

Second, the number of buttons is likely to affect the results. MultiTap had fewer 
but larger buttons (in motor space) than Projected QWERTY, which might explain 
why more hand movements were found for MultiTap. We would expect an increase in 
performance with MultiTap if the activation areas were smaller. However, this could 
have a detrimental effect on the method’s visibility-dependence. Given the wide dis-
tribution of taps with H4 Mid-Air (see Fig. 10), we hesitate to make similar specula-
tions about reducing the activation areas for H4 Mid-Air. 

6.2 Improving the Methods 

The H4 Mid-Air technique did not work well in the present study. It achieved only an 
average of 5.2 WPM in the last session, compared to 20.4 WPM in the paper describ-
ing H4 Writer [21], and 14.0 WPM in a glove based study [2]. It is worth noting, 
however, that the number of sessions and transcribed phrases per participant in our 
study were significantly lower than in these two studies. Users’ satisfaction was the 
lowest for H4 Mid-Air among the methods we explored, though SMEQ scores 
dropped by 63%. 

In our view, H4 Mid-Air performance may be improved in several ways. First, the 
distribution of tap points is elliptical (rather than circular as for the other methods). 
Thus, users moved their hands much more than they had to, as also shown by the 
HMPW measure. Second, the original H4 Writer used Huffman coding on four possi-
ble choices because a four-button device was used. We can do a HX Mid-Air, where 
X is the number of discrete zones that the user can actuate in mid-air; it is not clear 
that four is the right number. For instance, Fig. 10 suggests plenty of space to do H8, 
resulting in reduced input zones in motor space and shorter Huffman codes for each 
character. Third, tapping was used to write a character, but as mentioned in the sec-
tion on design space, many other options exist (e.g., pinching, using depth). Fourth, 
we reiterate that the feedback method for H4 Mid-Air was designed to facilitate walk-
up-and-use. We have not compared it to the feedback in the H4 Writer system [21]. 



The MultiTap method performed quite good, achieving an average of 9.5 WPM on 
the last session; almost identical to the 10 WPM performance of typical MultiTap 
implementations for mobile phones (without text prediction) [24]. One way to im-
prove MultiTap is to minimize the time spent on timeouts between taps; earlier stud-
ies have attempted to do this by using an extra button to skip the timeout. However, 
adding buttons to the MultiTap interface would reduce some of the potential benefits 
with regards to visibility-independence. Other improvements that do not impact visi-
bility-independence could be the use of bimanual interaction or depth information, 
even though that was found too complicated with an accelerometer in GesText [18]. 
Interestingly, MultiTap seems to be successful in generating a feeling of buttons-in-
the-air, which means that users make less movement to hit an area (in contrast, tap 
distributions in H4 Mid-Air were elliptical). As previously mentioned, a reduction in 
used motor space could also result in performance improvements for MultiTap. 

The Projected QWERTY method achieved high text entry rates (13.2 WPM in the 
final session) and was the preferred system among users. We have a few ideas for 
further improving this technique. First, the size of the motor space for controlling 
Projected QWERTY was determined through pilot studies, but it might be further 
optimized. Second, Projected QWERTY could easily be extended to support input for 
two hands, which could dramatically increase performance. 

6.3 Next Steps 

Our results indicate that the adaptions of successful text entry methods from other 
domains are indeed possible, and that some of these adapted techniques can provide 
acceptable text entry speeds. This paper provides a performance baseline of how a set 
of adapted text entry methods from other domains may perform in mid-air. Based on 
the experiences from our experiments, we agree with Shoemaker et al. [33] that the 
terms distance- and visibility-dependence describe important properties of mid-air 
text entry well, and we see a need to further study how aspects of the mid-air design 
space affect these properties. 

We are aware that the availability of 6-DoF and precise tracking could potentially 
open up for new and innovative text entry methods. The guidelines for designing 
character-entry systems in 3D user interfaces presented by Bowman et al. [7] com-
bined with detailed empirically based analyses of the mid-air design space, such as 
that attempted in the present paper, provides starting points for future research.  
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